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ABSTRACT
A flow is observed in the pipe for the horizontal section of slotted screen completion and inflow control device
(ICD) completion, and an annulus flow exists between the pipe and the borehole wall. Based on the principles of
mass conservation and momentum conservation, a model for variable mass flow in an oil reservoir to simulate
wellbore–annulus–reservoir state in the horizontal section of slotted screen completion and ICD completion is
proposed. Consequently, based on the newly established formation transient seepage model and wellbore and
annulus variable mass flow model, an accurate prediction of the production rate of a horizontal well and optimized
design parameters for slotted screen completion and inflow control device (ICD) completion are achieved. The
predicted flow profiles of the established model are confirmed using the simulation software from Computer
Modeling Group Ltd. When external casing packers are not considered, findings show that the predicted production
rates of both slotted screen completion and ICD completion, which are obtained using the variable mass flow
models without annulus flow modeling, are higher than the rates obtained using the variable mass flow models with
annulus flow modeling. Both models show that the pressure profile and flow profile of the borehole wall are more
uniform in wellbore–annulus–reservoir in horizontal wells. The flow model for horizontal wells with annulus flow
modeling should be established to improve the accuracy of the predicted production.
Keywords: Slotted screen; Inflow control device (ICD); Variable mass flow; Simulate; Formation transient
seepage model.
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NOMENCLATURE

a

the intermediate substitution variable

Bo

the volume factor of crude oil

b

the intermediate substitution variable

Cj

integral constant of segment j

C

integral constant

c

the intermediate substitution variable

Dc

the internal diameter of the casings [m]

D

the equivalent diameter of the annulus (i.e., area equivalent) [m]

D

the diameter of the center tubing [m]

dpaw, i

the loss of annular pressure drop of the i infinitesimal section of the
annulus pipe flow [Pa]

dp w,i

the loss of pressure drop of the i infinitesimal section of the center
cylindrical pipe flow [Pa]

dp f ,i

the friction loss in the i infinitesimal section of the center tubing [Pa]

dpacc ,i

the acceleration loss in the i infinitesimal section of the center tubing [Pa]

dp mix ,i

the mixing loss in the i infinitesimal section of the center tubing [Pa]

dp mf ,i

the friction loss in the i infinitesimal section of the annulus [Pa]

dp macc ,i

the acceleration loss in the i infinitesimal section of the annulus [Pa]

dp mmix ,i

the mixed pressure drop loss of the annular area of the i infinitesimal
section [Pa]

ds

the full differential of s (or the length of the i infinitesimal section that is
equal to Ds ) [m]

dx

the differential of the independent variable x [m]

dy

the differential of the independent variable y [m]

dz

the differential of the independent variable z [m]

f f ,i

the frictional factor of the i infinitesimal section
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f mf ,i

the friction factor of the annular area of the i infinitesimal section

f ( x, y , z )

the intermediate substitution function

g ( x, y , z )

the intermediate substitution function

g

the acceleration of gravity [m/s2]

h ( x, y , z )

the intermediate substitution function

H

the height difference from the reservoir bottom [m]

h

the thickness of the oil layer [m]

kh

the horizontal permeability [m2]

kv

the vertical permeability [m2]

k

the permeability [m2]

Lj

the length of segment j [m]

L

the length of horizontal well [m]

m

the num of divided segments of horizontal well (a uniform flow section)

N

the num of divided segments of horizontal well (which consists of many
non-uniform flow segments)

pa1,i
pa 2,i
p1,i
p 2 ,i

the upstream pressure of the i infinitesimal section of the annulus pipe flow
[Pa]
the downstream pressure of the i infinitesimal section of the annulus pipe
flow [Pa]
the upstream pressure of the i infinitesimal section of the center cylindrical
pipe flow [Pa]
the downstream pressure of the i infinitesimal section of the center
cylindrical pipe flow [Pa]

pe

the formation pressure of the drain boundary [Pa]

p w ,i

the flow pressure in the center cylinder of the i infinitesimal section [Pa]

paw,i

the pressure in the annulus of the i infinitesimal section [Pa]

p wf

the bottom hole flow pressure [Pa]
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the pressure in the oil layer [Pa]
the upstream flow rate of the i infinitesimal section of the center cylindrical
pipe flow [m3/s]
the downstream flow rate of the i infinitesimal section of the center

Q s ,i

cylindrical pipe flow [m3/s]

Qo

the production rate of horizontal well [m3/s]

q m ,i -1
q m ,i

q s ,i

the upstream flow rate (it may also be negative, which indicates a reverse
flow) of the i infinitesimal section of the annulus pipe flow [m3/s]
the downstream flow rate of the i infinitesimal section of the annulus pipe
flow [m3/s]
the flow rate of the i infinitesimal section from the oil layer into the
annulus [Pa]

q

production rate [m3/s]

r

the flow radius [m]

s

t

V1,i
V2,i

V r ,i
Vm1,i
Vm 2,i

the distance (approximate length) from the start point of the ith segment to
the final point ( x , y , z ) obtained in this segment [m]
the production time, s
the mainstream velocity at the beginning of the i infinitesimal section of
the center tubing [m/s]
the mainstream velocity at the end of the i infinitesimal section of the
center tubing [m/s]
the velocity of the i infinitesimal section from the annulus into the center
tubing [m/s]
the mainstream velocity at the beginning of the i infinitesimal section of
the annulus [m/s]
the mainstream velocity at the end of the i infinitesimal section of the
annulus [m/s]

Vcr ,i

the velocity of the i infinitesimal section flowing from the formation into
the annulus [m/s]

v

the Darcy velocity [m/s]
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X

the x coordinate of any point in space [m]

x js1

the start x coordinate of (the 1th segment of) segment j [m]

x jem

the end x coordinate of (the mth segment of) segment j [m]

x si

the x coordinate of the start point of the ith segment of horizontal well [m]

xei

the x coordinate of the end point of the ith segment of horizontal well [m]

x1

the x coordinate of the start point of horizontal well [m]

x2

the x coordinate of the end point of horizontal well [m]

Y

the y coordinate of any point in space [m]

y jsi

the start y coordinate of the ith segment of segment j [m]

y jei

the end y coordinate of the ith segment of segment j [m]

y ei

the y coordinate of the end point of the ith segment of horizontal well [m]

y si

the y coordinate of the start point of the ith segment of horizontal well [m]

y1

the y coordinate of the start point of horizontal well [m]

y2

the y coordinate of the end point of horizontal well [m]

Z

the z coordinate of any point in space [m]

z

the distance from the horizontal well to the bottom of the layer [m]

z jsi

the start z coordinate of the ith segment of segment j [m]

z jei

the end z coordinate of the ith segment of segment j [m]

z si

the z coordinate of the start point of the ith segment of horizontal well [m]

z ei

the z coordinate of the end point of the ith segment of horizontal well [m]

z1

the z coordinate of the start point of horizontal well [m]

z2

the z coordinate of the end point of horizontal well [m]

ze

the height of the drain boundary [m]

zw

the height of the well in the reservoir [m].
Greek letters
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k
hr =
µfct

h r diffusion coefficient, k permeability [mD], µ crude oil viscosity
[mPa.s], f Porosity [decimal], ct comprehensive formation
compressibility [1/MPa]

f

The potential produced by well production

µ

Viscosity [Pa.s]

jj

The intermediate substitution function (equals to the formula within the
outer layer braces of the formula (23))

fe

the potential of the constant pressure boundary or the oil drainage
boundary

f je

the potential generated by the segment j at the constant pressure boundary
or the oil drainage boundary

r

the density of the fluid [kg/m3]

fij

the potential generated by the i segment line at the midpoint of the j
segment line

¶Vc

the micro-velocity variation in the micro-distance variation from the
formation into the annulus [m/s]

¶V

the micro-velocity variation in the micro-distance variation from the
annulus into the center tubing [m/s]

¶s

the micro-distance variation from the beginning of the i infinitesimal
section of the center tubing [m]

x

The intermediate substitution function

qi

the inclination angle from the horizontal plane of the i infinitesimal section
[°]

Dqi

the flow rate of the i infinitesimal section from the annulus into the center
tubing [Pa]

Dp1,i

the additional pressure drop between tubing and annulus at the beginning
of the i infinitesimal section under different completion modes [Pa]

Dp2,i

the additional pressure drop between tubing and annulus at the end of the i
infinitesimal section under different completion modes [Pa]
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Ds

The segment length [m].
Subscript

aw

annulus wellbore

w

wellbore

i

the i infinitesimal section (segment)

f

the friction loss of the center tubing

acc

the acceleration loss of the center tubing

mix

the mixing loss of the center tubing

mf

the mixing loss of the annulus (middle)

macc

the acceleration loss of the annulus (middle)

mmix

the mixed pressure drop loss of the annulus (middle)

h

horizontal

v

vertical

j

the

a1

the start of one segment of annulus

a2

the end of one segment of annulus

si

the start of the i infinitesimal section (segment)

ei

the end of the i infinitesimal section (segment)

1

the start of one segment of tubing

2

the end of one segment of tubing

e

the initial condition of the drain boundary

wf

the bottom hole wellbore flow

s

sum of

r

tubing radial direction

cr

casing radial direction

j

infinitesimal section (segment)
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jsi

the start of the ith segment of segment j

jei

the end of the ith segment of segment j.

INTRODUCTION
Slotted screen completion and inflow control device (ICD) completion are two of the most common
completions in horizontal well completion methods. Fluid flows from the oil reservoir into the wellbore through
these completions, which result in additional pressure drop affecting the production rate of horizontal wells.
However, prediction models for horizontal well production rate based on slotted screen and ICD completions have
been simplified, such that only the flow in the center tubing is considered, while the flow in the annulus is
disregarded (Alvarez, A. C. et al., 2014; Javid, K., 2018; Droppert, V., 2020; Gurses, S. F., 2013; Goh, G., 2016;
Bol, L., 2016; Shahkarami, A., 2020; Eltazy, E., 2019; D Li, 2017). They all carried out the research on related
models for ICD completion but did not consider the effects of annulus flow. Luo et al. (2015a, 2015b, 2017)
presented a more detailed model for ICD completion than the previous ones but did not clearly analyze how
annulus flow affects production rate through the flow rate profile and pressure drop profile along the center tubing
and the annular wellbore. The flow in horizontal wells from the wellbore–annulus–reservoir processes of slotted
screen completion and ICD completion is not considered. In this work, the authors have considered the
wellbore-annulus-reservoir process in the horizontal section of slotted screen completion and ICD completion. A
corresponding flow model, the newly established reservoir transient seepage model, and prediction model for the
production rate of horizontal wells have been proposed. Further, the developed model is compared with existing
models with and without annulus flow modeling.

Physical Process of Fluid Flow in Slotted Screen Completion and ICD Completion
Lorenz et al. (2006) conducted production simulations with and without ICD within an 8.53 m horizontal
wellbore and compared the annular flow under the two conditions. Their experiments showed that, in the actual
production, if the flow profile of the horizontal section is unevenly produced, the horizontal section of slotted
screen completion and ICD completion will contain the variable mass flows of the center tubing and the annulus, as
shown in Figure 1.

oil layer
annulus
center
tubing

sand accumulation layer outside
slotted screen or the limited flow
channel of ICD

Figure 1. Diagram of horizontal well flow.
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ESTABLİSHMENT OF COUPLED MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Horizontal well production involves two flow processes: the flow of fluid in the formation section and the
flow of fluid in the wellbore section. In this study, models for fluid flow in the reservoir and in the wellbore are
developed. The two models are then coupled to establish a prediction model for the production rate of horizontal
wells.

1. 3D instantaneous Darcy Flow Model in Consideration of the Real Wellbore
Trajectory
The 3D steady Darcy flow model in consideration of the real wellbore trajectory in this paper used the model
in Luo et al. (2018). On this basis, according to the instantaneous point source function in space, the instantaneous
formation seepage model is obtained as follows.
The 3D layer contains a horizontal well with length L and productivity q , as shown in Figure 2. The
coordinates of the start and end parts are ( x1 , y1 , z1 ) and ( x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ), respectively. We assumed the
single-phase crude oil seepage in the formation, and the horizontal well was regarded as a line sink with a uniform
inflow.
After dividing the horizontal well into m parts on the average (the length of each part is L / m ), the start
coordinate of i part is ( x si , y si , z si ), and the end coordinate is ( xei , y ei , z ei ). Additionally, i = 1 , 2 , 3 ,
…m.
After obtaining a point in one sectional part with the coordinate ( x , y ,
the start point of this sectional part is

s = ( x - xsi ) 2 + ( y - y si ) 2 + ( z - z si ) 2

z ) as the final point, the length to

(1)

By obtaining the total differential of both sides of Formula (1), the infinitesimal part ds meets the following
formula:

1
ds = [( x - xsi )dx + ( y - ysi )dy + ( z - z si )dz ]
s
For ds , the production of this part is

dq =

(2)

q
ds . For the continuous point sink problem in space, the
L

potential generated in space point ( X , Y , Z ) is

df = -

dq
r
erfc(
)
4pr
2 hrt

(3)
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df = -

q
r
erfc(
)d s
4prL
2 hrt

(4)

df = -

q
r
1
erfc(
) [( x - xsi ) d x + ( y - ysi ) d y + ( z - z si ) d z ]
4prL
2 hrt s

(5)

We supposed that f (x ,y ,z ,t ), g(x ,y ,z ,t ), and h(x ,y ,z ,t ) are as follows:

f ( x, y , z , t ) = -

q
r
1
erfc(
) ( x - xsi )
4prL
2 hrt s

(6)

g ( x, y , z , t ) = -

q
r
1
erfc(
) ( y - ysi )
4prL
2 hrt s

(7)

h ( x, y , z , t ) = -

q
r
1
erfc(
) ( z - z si )
4prL
2 hrt s

(8)

Thus, as the spatial region belongs to 3D single connected open region G, and f (x ,y ,z ,t ) ,
g(x ,y ,z ,t ), and h(x ,y ,z ,t ) have the first-order partial derivative in this region (for infinitesimals, r
and t are constants), the following formula is met:

¶f ¶g ¶f ¶h ¶g ¶h
=
=
=
¶y ¶x ， ¶z ¶x ， ¶z ¶y

(9)

The potential created by this part in space ( X , Y , Z ) is

fi = ò

( xei , yei , zei )

( xsi , y si , z si )

fi = -

-

q
r
erfc(
)d s +C
4prL
2 hrt

xei
yei
z ei
q
( ò f ( x, ysi , z si , t ) d x + ò g ( x, y, z si , t ) d y + ò h( x, y, z , t ) d z ) + C
y si
z si
4pL xsi

Formula (11) can be rewritten as

(10)

(11)
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fi =

ò

xei

xsi

-

yei
zei
q
r 1
q
r 1
q
r 1
erfc(
) (x - x si ) d x + ò erfc(
) (y - y si ) d y + ò erfc(
) (z - zsi ) d z + C
y si
zsi
p
p
4prL
s
4
rL
s
4
rL
2 hrt
2 hrt
2 hrt s

In the above formula, the first item on the right has x as the integration variable.
The rest are integrated similarly.

(12)

y and z are constant.

The first item on the right is integrated as follows:

ò

xei

xsi

-

q
r
1
q xei 1
r
1
erfc(
) ( x - xsi ) d x = erfc(
) ( x - xsi ) d x
ò
x
4pL si r
4prL
2 hrt s
2 hrt s

ù
é
1
×
ú
ê
2
2
2
ú
ê (x - X ) + (y - Y ) + (z - Z )
ú
ê
q xei ê
(x - X )2 + (y - Y )2 + (z - Z )2
ú
erfc(
)×
= ò
údx
ê
x
4pL si
h
t
2
r
ú
ê
ú
ê
1
(x - x si )ú
ê
úû
êë (x - x si )2 + (y - y si )2 + (z - z si )2
After simplifying the formula and supposing that

(13)

a = ( y - Y )2 + ( z - Z )2 ,

b = ( y - y si ) 2 + ( z - z si ) 2 ,
=-

( x - X )2 + a
q xei
1
1
erfc
(
)
( x - xsi ) d x
ò
4pL xsi ( x - X ) 2 + a
2 hrt
( x - xsi ) 2 + b

(14)

The formula can be

f ( x, y si , z si , t ) =

1
2

(x - X ) + a

erfc(

( x - X )2 + a
2 hrt

)

1
( x - xsi ) 2 + b
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( x - xsi )

Formula 3.1-32 equals the integration of f ( x, y si , z si ) in the domain of [ xsi , xei ].

(15)
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z

* X,Y,Z+

* x1,y1,z1+

o

* x,y,z+
ds

t he i t h segment

* x2,y2,z2+

x

y
Figure 2. Schematic of horizontal wells in unbounded formation.

Finally, the entire potential in point ( X , Y , Z ) from the horizontal well can be
m

fi
å
i

f =

=1

= -

q
4pL

m

(ò
å
x
i
=1

xei
si

f(x ,y si ,z si ,t )dx +

y ei

òy

si

g(x ,y ,z si ,t )dy +

zei

òz

h(x ,y ,z ,t )dz )

si

(16)

For different areas, the directions of the inflow from the edges present several differences with the inflow from
the middle side. A mutual effect exists in interfacing parts, and the pressure drop appears. The flow rates of the
different parts of the horizontal wellbore are different in the reservoir. Thus, the entire horizontal part is divided
into many small parts because a small part is too short to be regarded as having a uniform flow. The potential
generated by each part is equivalent to the potential of a horizontal well in formula (16). A top-closed reservoir with
bottom water can be calculated by referring to the model used in Luo et al. (2018).

2. Fluid Flow Model in the Wellbore Section
(1) Computation model for flow rate and flow pressure of the infinitesimal section.
The length of the wellbore section is represented as L and is divided into N segments. Segment length is

Ds = L / N when sorting is conducted from toe to heel. The diagram of the i infinitesimal section is provided
in Figure 3.
In the i infinitesimal section of the center cylindrical pipe flow,
denotes upstream flow rate,

dp w,i

p1,i

denotes upstream pressure,

Qs ,i -1

p 2,i denotes downstream pressure, Qs ,i denotes downstream flow rate, and

denotes the loss of pressure drop in the segment.
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In the i infinitesimal section of the annulus pipe flow,

pa1,i

represents upstream pressure,

upstream flow rate (it may also be negative, which indicates a reverse flow),

pa 2,i

q m ,i -1
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represents

represents downstream

q
dpaw,i represents the loss of annular pressure drop in the
pressure, m ,i represents downstream flow rate, and
segment.
The following relationships are then derived:

Dqi = q s ,i + q m ,i -1 - q m ,i ,

(17)

Qs ,i = Qs ,i -1 + Dqi ,

(18)

p1,i = p2,i + dpw,i ,

(19)

pa1,i = pa 2,i + dpaw,i ,

(20)

pa1,i = p1,i + Dp1,i ,

(21)

pa 2,i = p2,i + Dp2,i ,

(22)

Dp1,i = Dp q = Dqi + Dqi -1 ,

(23)

Dp 2,i = Dp q = Dqi + Dqi +1 .

(24)

2

2

In the preceding formulae, Dqi indicates the flow rate of the i infinitesimal section from the annulus into the
center tubing, qs ,i indicates the flow rate of the i infinitesimal section from the oil layer into the annulus, Dp1,i
indicates the additional pressure drop between tubing and annulus at the beginning of the i infinitesimal section
under different completion modes, and Dp2 ,i indicates the additional pressure drop between tubing and annulus
at the end of the i infinitesimal section under different completion modes. For slotted screen completion, the details
are provided in Xiong et al. (1997). The ICD completion uses spiral channel-type ICD (Zhang, 2013).
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Pressure drop of this part
outside of wellbore, dpaw,i

Annulus pressure, pa2,i

Length of this segment, △ s
qm,i

Center pressure, p2,i

Qs,i(V2,i)

Flow rate of center tubing
Radial velocity from annular
into center tubing

dpw,i
Vm2,i

Vr,i

τ mw,i
qm,i-1
Gm,i
τ w,i
Gi
Qs,i-1(V1,i)

Shearing stress of annulus

pa1,i

Flow rate along annulus

Pressure drop between annulus
and center tubing, △ p1, i

p1,i

θ

i

Flow rate (velocity) of this part
along outside of wellbore, qs,i
(Vcr,i)

Gravity
Annulus velocity,
Vm1,i

Figure 3. Flow diagram and force analysis of the i infinitesimal section.
Flow pressure in the center cylinder of the i infinitesimal section considers the average value of pressure in the
following section:

p w,i =

p1,i + p2,i
2

(i

= 1 , 2 ,…, N ).

(25)

Pressure in the annulus of the i infinitesimal section considers the average value of the following section
pressure:

paw,i =

pa1,i + pa 2,i
2

(i

= 1 , 2 ,…, N ).

(26)

Assuming that no initial flow is observed at the toe of the wellbore, Qs , 0 = 0 . Thus, the flow pressure at
the end of the horizontal section is equal to the bottom hole flow pressure p wf . Accordingly, the following
equation is applied:

1
p wf = p w, N + dp w, N .
2

(27)

(2) Calculation model for pressure–loss dp w,i in the i infinitesimal section
Pressure loss in the center cylinder of the i infinitesimal section includes gravity loss, friction loss,
acceleration loss, and mixing loss. Assume that dp f ,i is the friction loss in the i infinitesimal section (Pa),
dpacc ,i is the acceleration loss (Pa), and dp mix ,i is the mixing loss (Pa). The value of the mixing loss is zero
(0) in this study. In accordance with the principle of conservation of mass (Liu et al., 1999),

rV1,i

pD 2
4

+ rVr ,ipDds - r (V1,i +

pD 2
¶V
= 0.
ds )
¶s
4

(28)
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The following equation can be derived (Indicating the increase in flow velocity in the unit length of the tube):

¶V 4Vr ,i ,
=
D
¶s

(29)

where r is the density of the fluid (kg/m3), D is the diameter of the center tubing (m), V1,i is the
mainstream velocity at the beginning of the i infinitesimal section of the center tubing (m/s), Vr ,i is the
velocity of the i infinitesimal section from the annulus into the center tubing (m/s), ¶V is the micro-velocity
variation in the micro-distance variation from the annulus into the center tubing (m/s), and ¶s is the
micro-distance variation from the beginning of the i infinitesimal section of the center tubing (m).
Annular pressure loss in the i infinitesimal section includes gravity loss, friction loss, acceleration loss, and
mixing loss. Assume that dp mf ,i is the friction loss in the i infinitesimal section (Pa), dp macc ,i is the
acceleration loss (Pa), and dp mmix ,i is the mixing loss (Pa). During the flow process, due to the continuous
flow of fluid in the lateral direction, the total flow gradually increases. For a certain unit length, in accordance
with the principle of conservation of mass, the following equation can be derived:

rVm1,i

p ( Dc2 - D 2 )

[ r (Vm1,i

+ rVcr ,ipDc ds - rVr ,ipDds 4
p ( Dc2 - D 2 )
¶V
¶V pD 2
]=0
+ c ds )
-r
ds
4
¶s
4
¶s

(30)

When the preceding equation is combined with the mass conservation formulas of the center tubing, we obtain
(indicating the increment of velocity in the annulus per unit length)

¶Vc 4Vcr ,i Dc
,
=
¶s Dc2 - D 2

(31)

where Vm1,i is the mainstream velocity at the beginning of the i infinitesimal section of the annulus (m/s),
is the velocity of the i infinitesimal section flowing from the formation into the annulus (m/s), Dc is the
internal diameter of the casings (m), and ¶Vc is the micro-velocity variation in the micro-distance variation
from the formation into the annulus (m/s).
As shown in Figure 3, and based on the principle of momentum conservation, the total pressure drop loss
includes the loss of the gravity term (if any), the loss of the friction term, and the loss of the acceleration term,
and the calculation of the total pressure loss in the center dp w,i is

Vcr ,i

-

dp
dpw ,i
f r V + V2.i 2 8rV1,iV r ,i 16 rV r2,i
ds + mix ,i
= rg sin qi + f ,i ( 1,i
) +
+
2
ds
2D
2
ds
D
D

(32)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s2), q i is the inclination angle from the horizontal plane of
the i infinitesimal section (°), and f f ,i is the frictional factor (in this paper, single-phase flow is assumed. In
case of oil-gas two-phase flow or oil-gas-water three-phase flow, the wall friction coefficient is calculated by
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multiphase pipe flow calculation method (Beggs and Brill method), and the flow pattern of gas-liquid velocity is
predicted by Beggs and Brill method), V2,i is the mainstream velocity at the end of the i infinitesimal section of
the center tubing, and ds is the length of the i infinitesimal section that is equal to Ds (m).
In accordance with the principle of momentum conservation, the total pressure drop loss in the annulus also
includes the loss of the gravity term (if any), the loss of the friction term, and the loss of the acceleration term,
and the calculation of total annular pressure loss dp aw,i is obtained as

-

+ V m 2.i 2
dpaw ,i
f r V
V 2 - V m21,i dp mmix ,i
= rg sin qi + mf ,i ( m 1,i
) + r m 2,i
+
2
ds
ds
ds
2D

(33)

In the preceding formulas, dp aw,i denotes the annulus pressure drop in the i infinitesimal section (Pa),

D denotes the equivalent diameter of the annulus (i.e., area equivalent) (m), and f mf ,i denotes the friction
factor of the annular area (in this paper, single-phase flow is assumed). In case of oil-gas two-phase flow or
oil-gas-water three-phase flow, the wall friction coefficient is calculated by multiphase pipe flow calculation
method (Beggs and Brill method), and the flow pattern of gas-liquid velocity is predicted by Beggs and Brill
method),

Vm 2 , i

is the mainstream velocity at the end of the i infinitesimal section of the annulus (m/s), and

dp mmix ,i is the mixed pressure drop loss (Pa). The values of the mixed pressure drop in this study are 0.

3. Transient Coupling and its Solution
Assume that pw, j is the pressure at the midpoint of the center of the j section of the horizontal well. The
pressure at the midpoint of the annulus in the j section is

paw, j = pw, j +

Dp1, j + Dp2, j
2

.

(34)

Assuming that fij is the potential generated by the i segment line at the midpoint of the j segment line,
according to the superposition principle of potential and the corresponding relationship between pressure and
potential (Luo et al., 2018), we obtain

paw, j = pe +

µ
k

N

å (f
i =1

ij

- fie ) + rg ( ze - z w ) ( j = 1, 2 , …, N ),

(35)
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where

pe

is the formation pressure of the drain boundary (Pa),

permeability (m ),
2

reservoir (m).

ze

is the fluid viscosity (Pa.s),

µ

is the height of the drain boundary (m), and

zw

k

is the

is the height of the well in the

The preceding formula is then rearranged as follows (Luo et al., 2018):
N

å lq

s ,i

where

l=

i =1

(j ij - j ie ) = p e - p aw, j + rg ( z e - z w ) ( j = 1, 2 , …, N ),

(36)

µ
.
4pk

The pressure drop in the center tubing can be calculated using Eq. 36. The pressure at the midpoint of section j
of the center tubing is

p w, j = p1, j - 0.5dp w, j ( j = 1, 2 , …, N ).

(37)

From Eq. 37, p2, N = p wf , and p wf is the heel end pressure of the wellbore.

p1, j +1 = p2, j = p1, j - dpw, j ( j = 1, 2 , …, N )

(38)

The total well output is

Qo =

(qs ,1 + qs , 2 + qs ,3 + × × × + qs , N )
,
Bo

(39)

where Bo is the volume factor of crude oil, and Qo is the production rate of horizontal well.
In the coupled model, q and paw are unknown but can be determined by using an iterative method.
Suppose that a group of paw values and solutions with Eq. 36 is available to obtain the numerical value of q.
Then, q is substituted into pressure drop Eq. 23, 24, 32, 34, and 37. paw is updated from the heel to the toe, and
the value of q is updated using Eq. 36. These procedures are repeated until paw and q reach the desired
accuracy. When the error between the output of each section this time and the output of each section
corresponding to the last calculation is less than 0.01 m3/d, the iteration is ended. Finally, Eq. 39 is used to obtain
the output for the whole well. The specific calculation flow chart is shown in Figure 4.
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Calculation of the potential
generated by the horizontal
well divided into N sections at
the i-th horizontal wellbore in
the formation
A relationship equation
between pressure and output
can be established for each
section, and N equations can
be obtained

Assuming a set of central
tubing pressure and annulus
pressure along the horizontal
well
A set of equations can be
solved to obtain a set of
production from the annulus
into the central tubing and
formation into the annulus

If the difference between the
output of each section and the
last calculated result is less than
0.01m3/d

No

According to the calculation
method of variable mass flow
in the annulus and central
tubing, the new pressure at
the center of each section is
calculated through the new
inflow production, that is, the
new pressure distribution
along the way

Yes
Obtain the final pressure and
production distribution of the
center tubing and annulus

Figure 4. The calculation flow chart.

SAMPLE CALCULATION AND VERIFICATION
Well no. XXX-1 in the reservoir of the Halfaya Oilfield with bottom water in Iraq is selected as an example,
as shown in Table 1. Slotted screen completion and ICD completion are simulated using the model established in
this study and the simulation software from the Computer Modeling Group Ltd. (CMG; Alberta, Canada) with and
without considering the simulation of annulus flow conditions.
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Table 1. Basic data of Well XXX-1.
Parameters

Value

Unit

Original horizontal permeability

13.4

mD

Original vertical permeability

1.34

mD

Hole diameter

0.149

m

Viscosity of crude oil

1.62

mPa.s

Volume factor of crude oil

1.35

Eccentricity

0

m

Drainage radius

457.2

m

Length of horizontal well

600

m

Reservoir thickness

30

m

Density of crude oil

0.794

g/cm3

Formation pressure

31.13

MPa

Absolute open flow potential

1357.5

m3/d

1. Calculation and Comparison of the Example with Slotted Screen Completion with
and without Considering Annulus Flow
The parameters of slotted screen completion are as follows: the outside diameter of the screen is 114.3 mm
with 120 holes per meter. Hole diameter is 10 mm, and holes are uniformly distributed. A thin layer of filter sleeve
is placed outside the screen. The well test showed that the screen has an evident sand layer. The permeability of the
sand layer is 14,000 mD based on the absolute open flow potential of the oil well. Assume that no packer is placed
outside the screen and that the bottom hole pressure is 0 MPa in the heel. Horizontal well pressure profiles and
liquid production profiles (the point of the production rate is the total rate of 10 m long) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
with and without considering annulus flow when the production is stable in the initial production stage. The total
output and the predicted increase range by model without annulus flow modeling are shown in Table 2.
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The information presented in the graphs (Figs. 5 and 6) and Table 2 shows that the prediction of the model
without annulus flow modeling is 9.51% higher than that of the model with annulus flow modeling and that the
pressure values of the borehole wall and the flow profile are more uniform in the model with annulus flow
modeling. The error between the two flow models will be reduced if an appropriate number of packers are placed
outside the pipe. The results of the flow profile of the center tubing calculated using the model with annulus flow
modeling clearly show a flow in the annulus from the toe to the heel to aggregate flow into the center tubing.
On the basis of reservoir, fluid, and oil well parameters, simulation mechanism models for wellbore flow with
and without annulus flow are established using the CMG FlexWell function. The screen hole flow of screen
completion is simulated using the ICD Orifice model because their flows are similar. The grid size is 92×92×3 m3,
and each grid is 10 m. The horizontal well is located in the middle level of the grid, and its length is 600 m. In
addition, the values of other parameters (such as the diameter of the well) are the same as the values of the
corresponding parameters in the example in Table 1. The open hole place of the pipe string is located in the middle
of each grid, and thus, the distance between the front and rear holes is 580 m. Hole size and the number of ICD
orifices are the same as those in screen completion. The model is shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the simulation results of different CMG models when the production is stable in
the initial production stage. The figures also show that the simulation results (profiles of pressure and production)
of the flow model without annulus flow are consistent with the simulation results of the new corresponding model
when the well production rate is 1332 m3/d, which is the same as the production rate of the model established in
this study (Table 2). The simulation results (well production is shown in Table 2) for the wellbore flow model with
annular flow are also consistent with the simulation results of the new corresponding model in Figure 5 and Figure
6. The CMG simulator can simulate the flow from the annulus into the tubing. The flow rule along the center tubing
in the simulation results can reflect the authenticity of the simulation results of the established model from the
annulus wellbore, which is also consistent with the results of this study.
Table 2. Production predicted by the two models.

Simulator

Model with annulus
flow modeling
m3/d

Model without
annulus flow
modeling
m3/d

The predicted
increase range of
model without
annulus flow
modeling %

New model

1217.35

1333.06

9.51

CMG

1217

1332
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Flow rate into the tubing predicted by new model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate into the tubing predicted by CMG model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by new model without annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by CMG model without annulus flow modeling

14

Production rate (m3/h)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

0

100

200
300
400
500
Distance to the foot (m)

600

Figure 5. Profiles of production flowing into the tubing (or along the wellbore) are calculated using the two flow
models for slotted screen in the new model and the CMG simulator.

Pressure (KPa)

Pressure distribution along the tubing predicted by new model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the tubing predicted by CMG model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by new model without annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by CMG model without annulus flow modeling

30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
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100

200
300
400
500
Distance to the foot (m)

600

Figure 6. Profiles of pressure flowing along the borehole are calculated using the two flow models for slotted
screen in the new model and the CMG simulator.
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Figure 7. Stereoscopic grid model.

Figure 8. Plane grid model of the well and middle horizons.
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2. Calculation and Comparison of the Example with ICD Completion with and without
Considering Annulus Flow
Assuming that the well is completed with ICD and that no sand has accumulated outside the pipe, the ICD
completion parameters are as follows: the outside diameter of the ICD is 114.3 mm, the length (throttling device) of
a single throttle pipe is 2 m, the diameter of the throttle pipe is 3 mm, and the local head loss factor is 0.16. Further,
assuming that the entire horizontal section of the ICD is arranged, the ICD pipe has no packer, and the bottom hole
pressure is 0 MPa in the heel, the horizontal well pressure profiles and liquid production profiles are shown in Figs.
9 and 10, with and without considering annulus flow. The total output and the predicted increase range by model
without annulus flow modeling are presented in Table 3.
The information presented in the graphs (Figs. 9 and 10) and Table 3 shows that, in the prediction of ICD well
completion, the result of the model without annulus flow modeling is 70.98% higher than that of the model with
annulus flow modeling. Moreover, the pressure and flow profiles along the borehole wall are more uniform.
Although the calculation example assumes that no packer is placed outside the tube, and the predicted increase
range of the predicted production between the two models is considerable, the real completion pipe with a certain
number of packers reduces only the error between the models with and without annulus flow modeling prediction
results. When the out-of-pipe packer condition is considered, the error between the models with and without
annulus flow modeling can still be significant. The specific error is related to the number and positions of packers
outside the pipe. Further research can be conducted based on the model with annulus flow modeling. The results of
the flow profile of the center tubing calculated using the ICD model with annulus flow modeling also show a clear
flow in the annulus from the toe to the heel to aggregate flow into the center tubing.

Table 3. Production predicted by the two models.

Simulator

Model with annulus
flow modeling
m3/d

Model without annulus
flow modeling
m3/d

The predicted
increase range of
model without
annulus flow
modeling %

New model

874.92

1495.93

70.98

CMG 1

870.1

1482

CMG 2

870.7

1482 (using the same
results as the above row)

CMG 3

872.9

1482 (using the same
results as the above row)
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Flow rate into the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
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Production rate (m3/h)
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Figure 9. Profiles of pressure distribution and flow into the tubing (or along the wellbore) are calculated using
the two flow models for ICD.

Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
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Figure 10. Profiles of pressure distribution and flow along the borehole are calculated using the
flow models for ICD.
Similarly, the mechanism models with and without annular flow are established via CMG FlexWell function
according to the parameters of reservoir, fluid, and oil well. The ICD Orifice model is also used to simulate ICD
friction pressure drop. The ICD friction pressure drop model is also adopted in CMG simulation. Despite the easy
flow conditions, the simulation produces no results for production. Therefore, only the ICD Orifice model can be
used for the simulation. The hole size and number of ICD orifices are the same as those in ICD friction. The
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pressure drop-type completion (throttling device) and the flow that corresponds to the flow of ICD friction pressure
drop-type completion can be adjusted by setting the diffusion coefficient.
Figures 11, 12, and 13 illustrate the simulation results of the different CMG models when the production is
stable. The simulation results of the flow model without annulus flow (well production is shown in Table 3) are
consistent with the simulation results of the corresponding model in Figure 8. The simulation results (well
production is shown in Table 3) of the wellbore flow model with annular flow are also consistent with the
simulation results of the corresponding model.
Flow rate into the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
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0

Figure 11. Profiles of pressure distribution and flow into the tubing (or along the wellbore) for the first case
calculated using the two flow models for ICD in the CMG simulator.

Flow rate into the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
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Figure 12. Profiles of pressure distribution and flow into the tubing (or along the wellbore) for the second case
calculated using the two flow models for ICD in the CMG simulator.
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Flow rate into the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Flow rate along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the tubing predicted by model with annulus flow modeling
Pressure distribution along the wellbore predicted by model without annulus flow modeling
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Figure 13. Profiles of pressure distribution and flow into the tubing (or along the wellbore) for the third case
calculated using the two flow models for ICD in the CMG simulator.

CONCLUSION
Flow models for slotted screen and ICD completions have been established by considering annulus flow.
Based on the newly established formation transient seepage model and wellbore and annulus variable mass flow
model, an accurate prediction of the production rate of a horizontal well and optimized design parameters for
slotted screen completion and inflow control device (ICD) completion are achieved. These have been compared
with the flow models without annulus flow. The following conclusions are drawn.
(1) If extra-pipe packers are not considered, then, for the completion of the slotted sieve tube well, the
predicted yield of the variable mass flow model without annulus flow modeling is 9.51% higher than
that of the variable mass flow model with annulus flow modeling. For ICD completion, the predicted
yield of the variable mass flow model without annulus flow modeling is 70.98% higher than that of the
variable mass flow calculation model with annulus flow modeling. ICD completion has a higher error
than the predictive results of slotted screen completion, with and without considering annulus flow.
Both models show that the horizontal pressure profile and flow profile of the borehole wall are more
uniform in the wellbore–annulus–reservoir of horizontal wells.
(2) For real well completion, it is observed that several packers outside the ICD completion of the well pipe
will only reduce the error in the prediction results between the models with and without annulus flow
modeling. The error between the models with and without annulus flow modeling remains significant
when packers outside the pipe are considered. The exact error is related to the number and positions of
packers outside the pipe, which can be studied further based on the model with annulus flow modeling.
(3) Considering the influence of annulus flow and establishing a model for the corresponding horizontal
section with annulus flow modeling are necessary regardless of the slotted screen completion or ICD
completion of the well as long as the annulus flow is present in the horizontal section. The flow model
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with annulus flow modeling is the basis for accurately predicting horizontal well production and
optimizing the design parameters of slotted screen completion and ICD completion.
(4) The predicted flow profiles of the established models for slotted screen completion and ICD completion
are all consistent with those obtained using the CMG simulator.
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